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institution of hafkaJat kiddushin (as R. Riskin correctly and carefuly
notes) should not be confused with the principle of kiddushei taJut, a
marriage conducted under false pretenses. The latter is only applicable in
a case where a condition which existed at the tie of the marriage was

not known to the other partner, and where such a condition was severe
enough that it would liely have stopped the said partner from entering
the marriage. In most aguna cases, the marriage was legitimately con-

ducted and only soured at some later point, and hence kiddushei taJut
no value in solvig most aguna cases.
(as R. Riski points out well) is of

HafkaJat kiddushin, on the other hand, implies the dissolution of what

once was a vald marriage, despite its having been vald. It is here that R.
Riski seeks a solution for the contemporary aguna problem.
R. Riski cites the cases of hafkaJat kiddushin found in the Talmud
and notes that in two of the cases no get at al was needed to dissolve

the marriage and that even in the other thee cases (where a get was

present in the Gemara's discussion) at least some Rishonim were of the

opinion that the get was incidental and not fudamentally required to
faciltate the hafkaJa. Consequently, R. Riski concludes that hafkaJat
kiddushin can and should be utized in the direst of circumstances to
free a woman from the bonds of igun, when a husband is ordered by a
bet din to commssion a get for his wife and refuses to do so even on the
pai of sanctions.

In my response, I objected primarily on the grounds that there are
fundamentally two different scenarios in which hafkaJat kiddushin is
used in the Talmud. The fist involves a marriage which is legaly bind-

ing, but which was conducted in an inappropriate or outrageous manner. In these cases the Rabbis anulled the kiddushin immediately and

permitted the woman to remarry without any get whatsoever. The sec-
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ond concerns cases in which the marriage process was not only legaly
binding but also conducted appropriately, and was followed by a nor-

mal marriage of some period of tie during which the couple, for al
intents and purposes, appeared to have been properly married. At some

later point, the husband ordered a valid get for his wife but a subsequent event transpired to render the get problematic on the level of
Torah-law. At that stage, the Rabbis resorted to the principle of

hafkaJat kiddushin to allow the wife to remarry, despite the fact that

according to Torah-law the wife would be committing adultery.
According to a number of Rishonim (upon whom R. Riskin relies in his

proposal) the anulment used in the second scenario is retroactive and
it is as if the marriage never took place. The precedig description is an
objective fact. One can argue that the halakhic mechansm involved in

both kinds of cases is the same (as do Rashi and Rashbam) or that they
are different (Ramban and his school), but the Talmud's cases as they
stand objectively fit one of the two aforementioned scenarios. I argue
that in the second tye of case (the retroactive one), the Rabbis would

never have alowed the woman to remarry were it not for the presence
get (get kol dehu, to borrow Me'iri's formulation).l
of some kid of

II
In the prior issue I posit a thesis which can be summarized as follows:

In a situation where a marriage, for al public appearances, seemed
to function normally for some period of time (ICetubot 2b-3a,

Gittin 33a, 73a), Hazal were unwiling to risk the appearance of
eshet ish yotseJa be-lo get (a married woman remarrying without a

divorce while her husband was still alive), hence they did not
allow for a hafkaJat kiddushin in such a situation without some
kind of a get.

One may differ with my interpretation of why the get is needed,
but the case law in the Talmud Bavli, Yèrushalmi, GeJonim, Rishonim,

and Aharonim is perfectly consistent with my thesis, without (to the
best of my knowledge) any exceptions, and there are a number of
Rishonim who, from one angle or another, subscribe explicitly to ths
thesis.2 Not a single case which R. Riskin cites involves a retroactive

hafkaJat kiddushin without a get to permit a married woman whose
husband is alve to remarry. There are cases in the Talmud (Yèvamot
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i i Oa, Bava Batra 48 b ), Rishonim) and Aharonim which involve at least

the possibilty of hafkaJat kiddushin without a get, but only when: a)
the kiddushin were conducted in an inappropriate (though legaly binding) fashion from the start, in which case there was never a time in
which the marriage appeared to be legitimate; or b) the husband is in

all likelihood dead, but the exceedingly high threshold of proof
required to permit an eshet ish to remarry has not been crossed;3 or c)

the purpose of the annulment is not to permit a woman who would
otherwise still be married to marry another man, but rather to let her

return to her husband. Never, I reiterate, do we fid the application of
ths principle where a) the husband is clearly alve, and b) the marriage
has functioned legitimately for any period of time. The only source
cited which purports to contradict my thesis explicitly is Me'iri, and I

wi attempt to demonstrate later that Me'iri says no such thing.

III
Regardig the fist point that R. Riskin raises regardig my distortion
of

the talmudic position (p. 44),4 I should clarify two points:

i) i do not believe (or state) that the marriage in the two cases where
no get was required was not vald and only therefore was it possible to
anul the kiddushin without a get; rather, my point is simply that since
the act of kiddushin was improper, although techncaly vald and hence
requiring a hafkaJa, the annulment occurs immediately. Thus there is

no time period in which people look at the marriage and see a functioning marriage later dissolved without a get.
2) Whether or not the kiddushin are techncaly vald (which they are,

as R. Riski asserts and I never dispute) is irrelevant; the point is simply
that to the eyes of the onlooker, the marriage (in a practical sense) never
truly occurred since the anulent is implemented imediately5-hence
the Rabbis did not feel the need for a get.6 My assertion here in no way
implies that the underlyig mechansm of the hafkaJat kiddushin must
difer between the two tyes of cases.? Since I suggest that the reason a

get is a sine qua non in one tye of case relates to Hazars concern for
public appearances (eshet ish yotseJa be-lo get), it makes no difference
whether or not the "apparatus" is identical in al five cases (Raslu in
Yevamot and Rashbam in Bava Batra) or diferent in the two paradigms
(Tosafot in Bava Batra and Raban, Rashba, Re'ah in ICetubot). I believe

that this is the reason Rashi places such great emphasis on gitta kol
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dehu-not because the theoretical mechansm by which the marriage is
anulled is the get, but because of the impression such an annulment
without a

get

would leave.

Regardless of the actual underlying sevara in Rashi, the following is
a fact: Rashi and Rashbam never speak of anulling a marriage retroactively without a get. Perhaps Rashi in his heart of hearts believed that

such an act was acceptable to Hazal, but he never says anythg to contradict what he writes multiple times in ICetubot 3a (and in Gittin 33a,
s.v. a-daJata as well): that Hazal annulled the kiddushin when "a get
such as this" was given. And hence, I argue that R. Riskin canot use
somethg Rashi and Rashbam never say as a precedent for his proposal.
The cases cited (Section III, p. 47) from Yèvamot 110a and Rashi in
Shabbat 145b are irrelevant: the former is an immediate, not retroactive, anulment, and the latter is a case in which the husband byordinary standards is assumed to be dead.8 In neither case is there a living
husband and a getless, retroactive anulment.

IV

Regarding Me'iri, I think that it would be best to cite the entire
passage9 and let the reader judge. I should preface the text and translation with the comment that the line in Me'iri cited in the rebuttal is an

ambiguous lie (in that it is unclear to whom he is respondig) and, I
believe, is not being read contextualy. Me'iri states:
0) )N:, \!')\! )t )1):':i 1:i1 ci1t' NJ il'))')JJ ')\!11pJ )D1 m)')lip!lN 11JJN\! J:' (a)
')!l Jll ciN1 (b) ;JJ:' 0) )')N\! mpJJ:i ciN NJN 1\!:, 0) il'i NJ )')1il)JJ'V NJN

ilJJJJ 1)')1:i111N 1JJJ ill1N 1il1 J:' 0) \!')'V 01pr.n Np11 nn:' OJ111 ')In)\!
il)"P N'i\!:, n\!1p')N1 'V1D mn1 N'iil (.'p) ')NJJ\! 11'):i p1!l mJJ:i'):i 11JJN\!
:i11 N)1ì:i :i'1 11m n'))')JJ il£)O/ì N)')'1nN \!)')N Nl1N N0'11:' '):iN m:imN1 nJ1)1

1J 1'V1l1 p1n:' i-Ö'V il\!ll N1i NJJllO ')NJJ il'))')JJ NO')) m:''1~N NJ1 011il IN).l
1:11:' 1'1£)0 '))1N) 01pJJ J:'m (c) n'))')JJ ')\!11pJ )D'1J 1i1')llp!lN1 p1il:, NJ\!

pm:' )')\!11pil\! )JJt J) J:iN 0) NJ:i nN~1') pm:' NJ'V )')'Vll) )')\!npil'l J)'V
11JJJ ):1 (d) 1il1 J) "n Np11 n')\!11p )'ll')p!lJJ p '1IlN ll'1')N\! 11'11NJJ 1~m
NJ:i )'):i )N):i\! 1t )U:, on )'):i o')JJ:'n l1)Pl1:i l1N~1'i J)\! 1tJJ O')\!'1!lJJil ')J11)

imJJ )')1il v:: )l1Jlll1~ O')'11Pll il')\!11P1 J')N1i n:i N~1'):'11)'1'm\! ilmN' ,,)
J1l1 nOUNil Jll)')N'lU1 mJt NJN 1')mN'):i )'N'l1'):i1'1p:i N'i1 ilm1:i1'1p:i Nm
')NJJ )')\!11n:i 1JN\!\! ilJJJ 01pJJ )')N1 (e) '110N 0')'1£)10 ')i:i1JJ\! NJN ilm!l~il

illlp!lilil ilN:i NJ )N:':i'V 1t:i\! NO')) m''1~N NJ onm NO') m)'1~N N:,il1 ')Nil
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orm1 on 1~imi¿ m:i? O"'i~ 1)N 1'N1 (f) \J:lJ 1)) 1)1)'l p!ltJj 1~rJ N)N
1i¿pni¿ ilY. 1'1 (g) i¿'N ri'lN ripmJ NY."P N,m 'l'N rii¿N ripm:i NrJ"P N)
n'i¿11p nip!l1' N)Ji¿1 'l'N rii¿N )i, 1')1 1N'i i,'p!ln) 1')1" o'rJ,n'l inN

. . . N1n (1)' 1)'N p!lt7 1riNiriil'l1

(a) All of those cases in which the Rabbis annulled his kiddushin not
only (did they do so J in a case such as ths where there is a get but by
right it was not vald, but also in a situation where there was no get at
al. (b) Even though the ''gedolei olam" wrote that (ths is J only in a
case where there is a get, you can infer our position from what they said
in Yèvamot (llDa). . . . (c) Nonetheless, the "GeJonei Sefarad" wrote

that whenever the kiddushin were done inappropriately she may go out

(i.e. leave the marriage and remarry) without a get but whenever the
kiddushin were appropriate but because of some other event they need
to annul his kiddushin (it is) only with a get kol dehu. (d) Furthermore
the gedolei ha-meforshim learned from ths that any woman who goes

out by the takkana of the sages, be it with a get like ths one (i.e. in
I(etubot 3a) or be it without a get like the one we mentioned (i.e.
Yèvamot 110aJ and anything similar, since the kiddushin have been

uprooted from their start, in principle he is permitted to marry her rela10) because his acts of intercourse
tives (i.e. sister, mother, daughter etc.

are considered acts of prostitution (i.e. not marital cohabitation) and
one is permitted to marry (the relatives J of one whom he raped or fornicated with, but rabbinically one is prohibited. (e) And there is no
room for what they asked in the hiddushim as to why here they required
a get but there they didn't require a get because here the annulment was
used only because of the doubt which was created in the get (f) and we

don)t need to answer as they did that there she is not be-hezkat eshet ish
but here she is be-hezkat eshet ish) (g) and similarly that which they asked
how can we ever treat a woman (for the purposes of capital punishment)
as being married if perhaps the marriage will be (retroactively) annulled
is nonsensej first because. . . . (emphasis mine)

Me'iri begins (part a) by asserting that the Rabbis resorted to
hafkaJat kiddushin not only in cases where there was a get but even in

cases where there was no get. He then (b) cites the opinion of the
gedolei olam (it is unclear who these arell) who assert categoricaly that
there can never be any hafka)a without a get, which Me'iri rejects based
upon the explicit passage in Yèvamot 11 Oa.12 He then proceeds (c) to

cite the Ge)onei Sefarad who draw the distiction between the two kids
of cases of hafkaJa. Me'iri says nothg to reject their position,13 presum-
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ably because une with the fist opinon cited (gedolei olam), Me'ir has
no proof to refute or disagree with their opinon.14 He then (d) proceeds

to cite the gedolei ha-meforshim who claim that the get involved in the
talmudic cases is, in principle (i.e., mi-deJoraita), not a get and by right
the husband should be able to marry her relatives,15 but that the Rabbis

forbade doing so. He then (e) cites the "hiddushim)J ( a reference used
pejoratively thoughout Bet ha-Behira to refer to casuistic interpretations) which asked a question about the distiction between the cases.
Me'iri responds (in the statement I emphasized) with his own answer
before briefly (f) describing the answer of the hiddushim which he is categoricaly rejectig. Prom the contiuation of his discussion, it appears
that Me'iri is rejectig the approach which asserts that the get is actualy
the agent which dissolves the marriage and that the anulment is not

retroactive,l6 not the position of the Ge'onei Sefarad (who never claimed
that the get was the agent which dissolved the marriage). If Me'iri's
intent had been to reject the Ge'onei Sefarad he would have placed part
to reject

(e) before part (d); he doesn't do so because he has no proof

their position-he only has evidence to refute the position of the gedolei
olam who assert that hafkaJa never exists without a get. In fact his position at the beging of ths entie section (part a), read in the context

of what immediately follows, in no way contradicts the position of the
GeJonei Sefarad; Me'iri is correct (agaist the gedolei olam) that Hazal
did use hafkaJat kiddushin without a get; the position of GeJonei Sefarad

accepts that premise but limits the usage without a get to certai situa-

tions. It should also be clear that the position of the Ge)onei Sefarad

never asserts that the get is an integral part of the hafkaJa--therwise
they would not refer to it as a gitta kol dehu-but rather that the sages
were not willing to annul certain kinds of kiddushin unless a get was

present, even if it was a gitta kol dehu. In other words, the GeJonei
Sefarad could very well have agreed with the assertion of Rashi,
Rashbam and (implied by) Me'iri here that the underlying method of
hafkaJat kiddushin in al five taludic cases was the same, but the exter-

nal requiements may not have been the same in each case.17
To state ths from a different angle, there are thee possible positions

regardig the get found in the thee cases of retroactive anulent: (1)
it is a sine qua non and the legal mechansm for dissolving the marriage
in these thee cases and is requied by al other cases as well; (2) it is nec-

essary only for cosmetic purposes (I argue because of the concern over
eshet ish yotseJa be-lo get); or (3) it is the means by which the kiddushin
are dissolved in these thee cases (and the hafka)a is only theatened to
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persuade the husband to let the get be a good get). Me'iri rejects the first
position (gedolei olam) at the beging of the discussion and rejects the
thd (Raban) in the underlied section of the citation. He at no point
rejects the second position, that of the GeJonei Sefarad.

R. Riskin himself highlghts ths point unitentionally when he says,

"the invald get is the reason why the sages had to invoke their power of

anulment but it is by no means a factor in the anulment itself." This
is exactly the point-the GeJonei Sefarad do not assert (as opposed to

Raban whose view Me'iri is disputig) that the get is a factor in "the

anulment itself," but rather that the sages only allowed an anulment
get kol dehu was pres-

(by whatever mechansm it actually works) when a

ent (I presume for reasons of appearance).18

v
R. Riski cites (p. 48) Ra from Nedarim 90a who suggests that the
Rabbis permitted a woman who claied to have cheated on her husband
get) and, effectively, have the marri~ge begi agai. Hence, R. Riski argues, we have a
to retun to him19 by annulling her kiddushin (without a

precedent for anulling kiddushin (retroactively) without a get. How-

ever, Ra's case is irrelevant to our discussion because the anulment
involves not the potential violation of adultery (i.e., by the woman mar-

rying another man), but only the problem of a woman who cheated on
her husband returning to him. R. Riskin's proposal, however, would

alow a married woman to marry a man other than her husband even
without a get. R. Riski asserts (p. 50) that to distigush between the
violation of adultery (a capital crime for which one must sacrifice one's
lie rather than violate and whose offspring is a mamzer) and the violation of living with one's sota (a non -capital crie which one may/must
violate in lie-theatenig situations and the offsprig of which is, from

the perspective of yihus, unblemished) is "mere quibblig" (p. 50). That

the Gemara in a number of places in Shas (e.g. Yevamot 5b, 87b)
assumes that a stringency applied to somethg involving karet canot be
transferred to a case which does not involve karet, and that a leniency

cannot be applied in the reverse diection, makes clear that ths is no
"quibble." Hence, Ra's use of hafkaJat kiddushin in a case of ishto shezinta canot be taken as a precedent for a case of adultery.
Furthermore, it makes no sense that the Rabbis would have required
a get to annul this kiddushin; afer all, the woman was not marrying
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another man, but rather retunig to her husband-the Rabbis need not
have been concerned that people would say" eshet ish yotseJa belo get." In
addition, in the case where the woman was married to a kohen, requiing

a get would have undermied the woman's abilty to retun to her husband, since a kohen may not marry a divorcee, even his own.20

R. Riskin also introduces into the discussion here the possibility
that even Rashba (ICetubot 3a), who states explicitly that the Rabbis
never anuled a kiddushin retroactively without a get, seems to contra-

diet himself by citing that idea on the mishna in Nedarim cited by Ra.
In light of the previous discussion, it is clear that there is no contradiction; Rashba distingushes between a case of an eshet ish marrying someone other than her husband (which requires aget) and that of a woman
returnig to her husband (which does not).
I should also note that R. Riskin's description of ishto she-zinta as a

"davar she-be-erva" is very dramatic, but a brief perusal of the ways in
which the expression is used in Shas makes clear that ths term is only

used to indicate that matters of personal status (marriage, divorce)

require two witnesses. In no way is everyting termed "davar she-be-

erva" equaly severe.

VI
The comment of Maharam which is cited (p. 49) is also not relevant to
our discussion. Maharam asks why the kiddushin of a man who takes a
second wife are valid if the man has violated the herem of Rabbenu
Gershom. Why, in other words, did the Rabbis not anul the second
kiddushin? He answers that hafkaJat kiddushin can be utilzed only

when a person performed the betrothal a-daJata de-rabbanan (in accordance with the wishes of

the Rabbis), and in ths case the betrothal con-

travenes the explicitly articulated desire of the Rabbis. Since the man
does not make his betrothal dependent upon the desires of the Rabbis,
they don't have the power to anul his kiddushin.i Maharam asserts

that even in the two cases in the Talmud in which the kiddushin were

done in an inappropriate maner, they were nonetheless done a-daJata
de-rabbanan, because the behavior in both cases did not contravene an
explicit prohibition by the Rabbis. As a result, the Rabbis were able to
anul the kiddushin.22 However, a person who betroths a second wie in

direct contravention of the herem of Rabbenu Gershom clearly indicates
a desire that his kiddushin not be a-daJata de-rabbanan, and hence the
Rabbis are powerless to anul his kiddushin.
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R. Riskin asserts that one can extract four significant points
from Maharam's position:

1) "It is possible to anul a marriage without a get." I assume that
R. Riskin does not intend to assert that we can infer from Maharam
that any marriage can be anuled without a get. Maharam is only dealing with marriages in which the kiddushin contravene explicit prohibi-

tions. If the point is that Maharam demonstrates the possibility of
hafkaJa without a get, I fai to understand the novelty. The Talmud has
already made such a possibilty explicit in two places (Bava Batra 48b
and Yèvamot 11 Oa) and, with the exception of the gedolei olam rejected

by Me'iri, not a single Rishon disputes ths.

2) "The Rabbis have the authority to anul a marriage afer the talmudic period." This view is not novel; the GeJonim and most Rishonim

accept this in principle, although most of the later Rishonim and
Aharonim were unwig to act on it in practice. Maharam himself never
acted upon ths priciple; the discussion here is purely hypothetical, i.e.

why hafkaJat kiddushin couldn't have been employed with regard to the
herem of Rabbenu Gershom even if the ban's issuers had desired to do
so. Futhermore, I never assert that one canot theoreticaly use hafkaJat
kiddushin today, but rather that, in light of Rema's ban on its usage, it
wi be very dificult to gai sufficient acceptance for the proposal.

3) "Al talmudic passages dealing with annulment of marriages are

based upon a single apparatus." There is nothng novel in ths either;
ths is the position of Rashi (Yèvamot 110a) and Rashbam (Bava Batra
48a). As already noted, the fact that the underlying process of hafkaJat
kiddushin may be the same in all of the cases does not necessarily imply
that the external requirements are the same for al.

4) "In contrast to what Rabbi Wieder would have us believe, it is
easier to anul a betrothal that was done properly afer a significant period of time has elapsed than it is to anul immediately a betrothal done

improperly." First, I have searched my own rebuttal and canot fid ths
assertion stated or implied anywhere.23 What I did assert is that in contrast to an immediately-anuled betrothal, which does not requie a get
because there are no misleading appearances, a retroactive anulment
requies a get, at a mimum because of concern for appearances. This

does not mean that it is more difficult, ùieoreLicaly spealcing, to aiuiul

such a marriage; in our contemporary situation the dificulty lies in gettig the husband to authorize a get, a pragmatic, not theoretical, issue.
Second, and more to the point, Maharam says nothg about ths issue.

What he does say is that when a betrothal contravenes an explicit
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halakhic prohibition the Rabbis have no power to annul it. That
Maharam thought that in light of ths assertion he had a greater difficulty explaig the taludic cases which were immediate anulents had

nothg to do with the issue of immediacy as opposed to retroactivitywhich I clai is the reason for the diferentiation between cases which

requie a get and those that don't-rather, the difficulty stemmed from
the fact that the kiddushin in the talmudic cases were inappropriate, even
if not explicitly contravened, and hence he wondered why a hafkaJa for
the violation ofRabbenu Gershom's herem (also inappropriate behavior)

could not have been modeled upon those cases. In response Maharam
drew the distiction between situations when the betrothal was "improp-

er" and when it was "explicidy prohibited." This does not mean, howev-

er, that in situations where an anulent is possible (e.g., because the
betrothal was a-daJata de-rabbanan) it is more difficult to annul a
betrothal imediately than it is to do so retroactively.

VII
R. Riskin cites the case found in Rema's Darkei Moshe (Even ha-Ezer
7:13, originaly handled in the Terumat ha-Deshen). The case involves a

group of women in Austria who had been taken captive and were permitted by the gedolim at the time to retun to their husbands, despite

the presumption that at some point during the captivity they had volun-

tarily committed adultery with their captors. What's more, the wives of
the kohanim were also permitted to return. Rema suggests that the ruling might have been based on hafkaJat kiddushin so that even if the
women had committed adultery (i.e., voluntarily), they would not have
been considered married at the time because the original marriages had
been annulled. Rema suggests that retroactive annulments were used
even though there was no get. The unstated basis for Rema's suggestion

is the interpretation of Ra and Rashba on the mishna in Nedarim 90a
discussed earlier.

I objected to using the case in Austria as a precedent on three
grounds: 1) As Rema cites from the Terumat ha-Deshen, it may have
been a horaJat sha)a (temporary abrogation of Jewish law); 2) Rema's

explanaLion would not have sufficed for the wives of tl1e kohanitl't since a

sexual relationship with a non-Jew disqualfies even a single woman from
marrying a kohen; and 3) even grantig that hafkaJat kiddushin was the

basis of the leniency, it was only to alow a woman to return to her hus-

band (theoreticaly a violation of a plain negative prohibition) and not to
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permit a woman to marry another man (potentialy the capital crime of
adultery). R. Riski responded that 1) the Terumat ha-Deshen used the

term tsorekh shaJa, which implies somethg which is based upon prece-

dent and is itself a precedent, and not horaJat sha)a (which I used) which
is an aberration and canot be used as a precedent for the futue; 2) some

Aharonim insist that the Rema's explanation was meant even for the
wives of the kohanim; and 3) to distigush between an ordiary negative
commandment and one which involves karet is "merely a quibble."

The valdity of anyone of my thee objections on its own is sufficient to render this case unsuitable as a precedent for R. Riskin's pro-

posaL. I have already addressed and elaborated upon the third issue
(eshet ish vs. ishto she-zinta) and I believe that it alone suffices to put the
matter to rest.
With respect to the question of tsorekh shaJa vs. hora)at sha)a, my

terminology was imprecise. I canot fully assess ths claim other than to
assert that there are places in Hazal and among the Rishonim where the
terms are used interchangeably. It is quite clear from surveying the
usage of the term tsorekh shaJa that it has more than one meanng, and
that in many cases it certainly has nothng to do with a hora)at sha)a. In
ths case, however, it should be emphasized that Rema's expression was,

"lav min dina ela tsorek shaJa." This seems to be the equivalent of
"horaJat shaJa" which has no precedent; had it a precedent it would not
have been "lav min dina."

Finally, with regard to the question of the eshet kohen (where I

asserted that the operating principle of hajkaJat kiddushin could not
explain the ruling in Austria), the assertion by two well-known posekim

that Rema's assumption was that they resumed living with their husbands without remarrying is difficult, if not impossible. First, Rema
does not even hit to such an unusual arrangement. Second, in light of
the mishna in Gittin (8:9) and Eduyot (4:7, cited in Even ha-Ezer

149: 1) which speaks of the divorced couple who shared a room in a
pundaP4 and asserts that their seclusion is taken as proof of intercourse
and automatically viewed as a consummation of a new marriage, it is

unclear how the captives resuming living together with their husbands

could constitute anything but a marriage-unless, of course, the
gedolim at the time instructed them to have in mid that all of their
intercourse should be le-shem zenut. If ths were (historically speakng)
the case, Rema left out the most important detai: ha-ikar haser min haseter. Furthermore, Ran at the end of Nedarim (90b, cited on p. 48),
which is in effect the precedent for Rema, notes that the hafkaJat kid-
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dushin solution would not work with the wife of a kohen if she had had
intercourse with anyone who would render her invald to the kehuna (as
was the case with the non - Jewish captors in Austria). I should add that
the Seridei Esh (1:90, Section 57) states ths point explicitly, i.e., that
hafkaJat kiddushin could not have been the rationale underlying permitting the wives of the kohanim.

However, as noted before, even if I were wrong on the last two
points, the fist alone would suffice to remove Rema from the discussion.

VIII
Regarding the final cases which R. Riskin cites, not a single one
employed hafkaJat kiddushin without a get in a case where the husband
was clearly alve and the kiddushin were done properly (ke-hogen). The

He/kat YaJakov's cases regardig agunot of the Holocaust (a) followed

the interpretations of those Rishonim who assert that when the Rabbis
were lenient in cases of aguna (i.e., when the husband was probably
dead) they relied upon hafkaJat kiddushin-except that when the husband comes back alve, the hafkaJa disappears and the woman has to suffer al of
our case

the consequences enumerated in Mishna Yèvamot 10:

I-and in

the husband is alve; (b) in the cases for which he suggested

employig hafkaJat kiddushin by an eshet ish (agai, only when the husband was presumed but not proven to be dead), it was only a senif25 to a

situation where he asserted that had the woman remarried, be-diJavad,
she would not have needed to get divorced anyway. The case where the
Seridei Esh entertained (but never ruled lemaJaseh) utilizing hafkaJat

kiddushin involved a case where a get would have been written.26 Rav
Kook's case involved a get and even there he was reluctant to invoke
hafkaJat kiddushin even as a senif although, as R. Riski points out cor-

rectly, Rav Kook clearly acknowledges that the contemporary use of

hafkaJat kiddushin canot be ruled out categoricaly. The same can be
said for the discussion of R. Shlomo Zalman Auerbach which involved

the possibilty of using hafkaJat kiddushin when accompaned by aget.
Al of these fial sources demonstrate that there were recent posekim

who were wig to either use hafkaJat kiddushin as a senif le-hakel, or
theoreticaly (but not lemaJaseh) on its own-but not one of the cases
matches the situation in R. Riski's proposal, i.e., for a marriage which

was proper from its inception involving a woman whose husband is
clearly alve and no get.
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IX

One fial note regardig the substance of the proposal is in order. R.
Riski notes (p. 51) that R. Shlomo Zalman entertaied the theoretical
possibilty of utizing hafkaJat kiddushin in cases affectig multitudes of

people and thus his own proposal should qualfy in ths category as well.
In the original proposal R. Riski suggests that it be used in cases where
"a religious court orders a husband to divorce his wie, and he refuses to

do so even after sanctions have been imposed upon him" (p. 30). I
understood the term "orders" to refer to situations of kefiya, cases
which, due to the tendency to be extremely strgent with respect to gittin, are severely circumscribed in the Shulhan Arukh (Even ha- Ezer
i 54). In the next paragraph he adds that his proposal would not risk
devaluing the sanctity of kiddushin in general because "the proposed
enactment would only apply in the most extreme cases of a recalcitrant
husband." Now there are relatively few men who afer being ordered to
give a get and threatened with sanctions refuse to do SO.27 (The real

problem lies in the overwhelmig majority of situations where batei din
canot be kofeh the husband but can merely suggest that he give a get.

Such a case, with the absence of any real pressure on the husband, is ripe

for abuse.28) Thus, the original proposal does not affect "multitudes"
but only a number of individuals. Certaiy, one aguna is too many, but

even if one could remedy the halakc deficiencies in the proposal, it sti
fais to deal with the larger problem, and the potential damage to the
institution of kiddushin which it poses does not seem to be justified by
the number of cases involved.29

That said, I believe R. Riski should be commended for his efforts
of tryig to place the aguna problem on the front burner and for the

energy he has expended in a search for a halakcaly genuie solution to
one the most vexig problems the Orthodox communty faces.

NOTES
I than Eric Rosen for his timely assistance in the editig of the article, and
Joel Rich and my wif~ Chaviva for their helpful suggestions.

1. Why should ths be so? I posit that the Rahhis were unwig to countenance the appearance of a proper marriage where the wife waled out of
the marriage (with the husband alve) without a get. In the words of the
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Yèrushatmi, "matsinu hekdesh yotse be-to pidyon avatto matsinu ishah yotseJa

be-to get' (We fid Temple-property which is profaned without redemption, but we never find a (married) woman going out without a get). In
the first tye of annulment, however, the marriage, although legaly binding, never appeared to the onlookers to be valid since the hafka'a took
place immediately and the couple never conducted a marriage for any peri0d of time. Hence, in this scenario no get was necessary because the

onlooker (seeing the inappropriate behavior and the permission for the
woman to remarry without a get) would have concluded that the marriage
was never valid and the Rabbis had no fear that people would say, "ishah
yotseJa be-to get." One can differ with the reason I attribute for the differ-

ences and can even argue that the Rabbis would have, in principle, dissolved a marriage which was proper and of some duration without a get,
but the description I present of the talmudic cases is factual and there is no
actual case in which a proper marriage is retroactively annulled in the
absence of a get. Furthermore, the recognition of two distinct scenarios
(although not necessarily with an explanation) is articulated explicitly by
many Rishonim and Aharonim, and to the best of my knowledge is contra-

dicted by no one who precedes R. Riski. (Me'iri, who R. Riski cites, wi
be discussed later extensively. Ironicaly, there is one opinion cited-and

rejected-by Me'iri which argues in effect to the contrary, i.e. that

hafka)at kiddushin can never be accomplished without a get-which would
immediately obviate R. Riskin's proposal-but since, as Me'iri points out,
it is explicitly contradicted by the Bavli in Yevamot 110a, I believe it can be
left out of the discussion.)

2. The GeJonei Sefarad in Meiri, Ketubot 3a: Ramban, Rashba, and Re'ah,
ibid. (to be discussed later).
3. I did not make ths point, regarding the husband's being alve, explicitly in

my first response because the original proposal did not draw upon the
cases in which the husband was presumed dead and the hafkaJat kiddushin
are being used to permit the woman to remarry in the absence of sufficient
evidence of the husband's death. Rashba (Ketubot 3a), one of the major

proponents of this interpretation of the talmudic leniency of a single witness to the death of a husband, makes one obvious, although odd, comment about the nature of ths hafkaJa: if the woman's husband comes back
alve, then the hafkaJa is void and it turns out that the woman was married

al along and she suffers al of the consequences enumerated in the mishna
no relevance to our situation where the husband is alive and present.
4. R. Riskin asserts that I imply that in the talmudic cases where no get was
required, the marriage was never really legaly binding and only for that
in Yevamot (10:1). Hence, ths kid of hajkaJa is of

reason was a

get not required. In his words:

. . . hut his usage oflanguage is such that he actualy distorts the talmudic position. . . . The first category he refers to as "a situaLÏuIl in
which the marriage was defective from its inception" leadig us to

believe that a vald marriage had never taken place; indeed, he goes
on to say "the marriage was never viewed as having gotten off the

ground"-and therefore "no get was required."
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5. As opposed to the other cases in the Talmud, where the legal effectiveness
may be retroactive, but the anulment is only made later.

6. Hazal may have been comfortable not requiring a get in these cases
because the onlooker who witnesses the "improper" kiddushin and then
sees the woman remarrying without a get wi not be troubled since he wi

assume (albeit erroneously) that such kiddushin are invald.
7. The assumption made in Section II, pp. 44-46.

8. I shal return to ths point later.
9. In the ellpsis of the translation, I am omittng only the translation of the
case from Yevamot 1 lOa, for there is no dispute between R. Riskin and

myself as to what it says. The letter markigs in the text of Me'iri are mie
to help in referring the reader to the different sections of the passage
referred to in the discussion.

10. Accordig to Torah law, even afer a man divorces his wife, he may not
marry any number of her close relatives. The only exemption given is for
his wife's sister after his wife has died (Mishna Yevamot4:13).
11. This canot be the position of Raban and his camp because they explicit-

ly acknowledge that there are t~mudic cases of anulment in which there
is no get.

12. The Gemara states explicitly there that R. Brona and R. Hannanel, students of Rav, did not require that the girl receive a get in order to remarry.
line
13. Where R. Riskin sees Me'iri rejecting this position before the final

(which he asserts is a restatement of Me'iri's position) is not clear to me.

14. The cases of Yèvamot 110a and Bava Batra 48b are accounted for by the

fact that the marriage was improper from the start.
15. If they had been married, he would not be able to marry a number of her
relatives prohibited by the Torah (Leviticus 18) and a number added on by
the Rabbis which are enumerated in the second chapter of Yèvamot (21a).

16. This is one of the approaches cited by Raban and the camp which follows
him, and appears to be Raban's conclusion. For the entire literature on

this issue with all of the questions that animated the Rishonim (i.e.
hatra)at salek, taharat ha-mamzerim etc.) see the Shita Mekubetset to
Ketubot 3a.

17. To elaborate further regarding part (e) (the line that R. Riskin cites as
proof), what Me'iri is probably rejectig is the argument made in the hiddushim that the presence of a get in the thee cases (Ketubot 3a and Gittin
33a, 73a) is the mechansm of dissolving the marriage and hence in those

three cases the woman was be-hezkat eshet ish unti the get was delivered.
Rather, Me'iri assumes that the dissolution of the marriage was never actualy accomplished via the get and thus in every talmudic case, it turns out
that retroactively the woman was never be-hezkat eshet ish, and hence by deOraita law the get is not realy a get and she should be permitted to marry
a kohen. Al he asserts is that the presence of a get in each of the thee cases
does not prove that the get is an inherent requirement because it was the
problematic gittin themselves which created the need for hafkaJat kiddushin. He does not say, however, that Hazal were wig to anul a prop-

erly done kiddushin retroactively in the absence of a get to permit an eshet
ish to remarry.
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18. I should add here that the author of the footnotes in Me'iri missed ths
point, identifYng GeJonei Sefarad with Ramban and his camp, when in fact

they regard the get as a real get because the husband, under the theat of
beJilat zenut, alows the get to be fuy vald. Ramban never uses the term
get kol dehu which implies a get which is not real mi-de-Oraita. The author
himself notes that the term Ge)onei Sefarad usually refers to the Ri mi-

Gash (whose comments to this passage are not extant).
19. A woman who commits adultery may no longer cohabit with her husband.
This negative prohibition involves makkot (lashes), but does not potentialy

involve karet (the heavenly death penalty) or capital punishment.
20. Even in the case of a non-kohen, the get would have undermied the purpose of the anulment because had they required a get, they would simply

have been confirming the fact that the woman had been married when she
committed the adultery; i.e. the get would not have dissolved the marriage
retroactively, but henceforth, and thus they would have been dealing with

a case where a woman (by her own account) committed adultery and was
subsequently divorced. Divorcing an adulterous wife and remarrying her
does not serve as a mechansm for permitting her to retun to the husband
she betrayed.

21. This is a higWy novel and significant point in its own right because one
might have argued that there canot be kiddushin if done not a-da)ata derabbanan, i.e., the defition of kiddushin may entai their being done in

accordance with the wishes of the Jewish people and its leaders. I had not

encountered such a position before and I am grateful to R. Riskin for
bringing it to my attention though our exchange of views le-hagdil Torah

u-le-haJadira.
22. This is to say that whie forcing a woman to marry oneself

violates al eth-

cal norms (and possibly to tahmod), nonetheless we never fid any specific
statement in the Torah or in rabbinic literature that one may not marry a

woman agaist her wi. Hence the man's choosing to force the woman
does not by defition mean that he intended to undertake ths marriage
against the desires of the Rabbis.

23. This point, however, is explicitly stated by R. Ovadia Yosefin his discussion
of employing hafakaJat kiddushin contemporarily in Torah Sheba)al Pch,

#3, p. 102 (bottom paragraph).

24. The mishna there cites Bet Hilel who rule that the mere existence of
seclusion (yihud) creates an automatic assumption of intercourse, which, in

turn, creates an automatic remarriage since people are presumed not to
want their intercourse to be beJilat zenut.
25. An additional reason to shore up a position, one which would not suffice
on its own to create a leniency.

26. The kid of get he spoke about was a get zikkuy which is not applicable (as
he notes) in a case where the husband clearly does not want to give aget.
27. Accordig to the Chief Rabbinate's statistics from 1998, over the course of
thee years sanctions were imposed 106 times and only produced a get in
43 of those (Soriya Danels, "A chaied woman," Jewish News of Greater

Phoenix, June 6, 2003).

28. In ths context, I would suggest what I think is a far better theoretical
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model for the use of hafkaJat kiddushin than the current proposal which
could address a much broader swath of cases. HajkaJat Kiddushin could
be used to in effect expand the set of cases in which batei din can exercise

the powers of keftya by utizing it in situations where there are major shitot among the Rishonim who believe that there are grounds for keftya but

our practice is to be stringent. Take for example the situation of a husband
who physically abuses his wie, but ostensibly wi provide for her support

and coital needs (parnasa and ona). The Rema rules that we are strngent
with regard to actual keftya because some Rishonim do not regard it as suf-

ficient grounds. In such a case, if a bet din were to force the husband to
give a get we might utize a hafkaJa (perfectly analogous to the takkanat
ha-Ge)onim which fell into disuse of alowig a woman to opt out of the
marriage). In such a case (a) the hajka)a would fit the historical precedent

in its details and (b) would not be relying solely on the hafka)a but also
upon those Rishonim who hold that one is supposed to force the husband
to give a get in such a case. Theoreticaly, one could extend such a usage to
the famous case of ma)is alai where there are major Rishonim (probably

Rambam for one) who believe that such is dina de-Gemara to force the
husband to divorce his wife (along with her forfeiture of her ketuba).
Whether it would be wise to use it in such a broad fashion would not be so
much of a halakic issue as much as a major social policy decision that
gedolim and posekim would have to make. In addition, because a get was
being given under the diection of the batei din, ths approach would not
in any way undermine the institution of marriage (a concern R. Riskin
acknowledges with his own proposal and hence feels forced to limit it to
"the most extreme cases") and could be applicable to a much broader
range of cases where the real problem lies.
I do not believe that the body politic of the halakhic world today

would be wiling to adopt such a position, and hence other solutions
should be sought. But, if one were to seek to use hafkaJat kiddushin as a

solution to the problem, 1 believe ths would be a halakcaly sound alternative to the proposal under discussion.

29. 1 thin it is also worth raising the question of whether or not R. Riski's
proposal is of any use in solving the aleady existing problems. R. Riskin

speaks of formulating the stipulation which would have to be added at the

time of the betrothal (p. 30). (1 believe that if a takkana such as R.
Riskin's were adopted as communal policy, no explicit stipulation would be
necessary, but whether such a formulation is explicit or implicit does not

change the point.) I understand R. Riski to refer here to a change in the
betrothal formula itself, in which case the proposal wi cover only those
people who get married with ths stipulation; if so, only women who marry

in the future wi be aided by ths proposal, but it does nothg to address
those women who are aleady agunot, or who are married already and subsequently wi become agunot. The same problem exists with my proposal

in footnote 28 and with a prenuptial agreement. If this is so, it would
make sense to dedicate more energy to makng universal the prenuptial
agreement (the ReA's or a modified form) which aleady has the support
of the Chief Rabbinate and of a number of posekim who have influence in
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the Haredi world. In this vein, efforts should be directed towards two
goals: 1) makng sure that the courts in Israel will act swifty when the
woman invokes her rights using the prenuptial agreement; and 2) insistig
that nobody get married without such an agreement.
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